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Abstract 
In machine learning and other fields, suggesting a good solution to a problem is usually a harder                 
task than evaluating the quality of such a so​lution. This asymmetry is the basis for a large number of                   
selection oriented methods that use a generator system to guess a set of solutions and an evaluator                 
system to rank and select the best solutions. This work examines the use of this approach to the                  
problem of image segmentation. The generator/evaluator approach for this case consists of two             
independent convolutional neural nets: a generator net that suggests variety segments corresponding            
to objects and distinct regions in the image and an evaluator net that chooses the best segments to be                   
merged into the segmentation map. The result is a trial and error evolutionary approach in which a                 
generator that guesses segments with low average accuracy, but with wide variability, can still              
produce good results when coupled with an accurate evaluator. Generating and evaluating each             
segment separately is essential in this case since it demands exponentially fewer guesses compared              
to a system that guesses and evaluates the full segmentation map in each try. Another form of                 
modularity used in this system is separating the segmentation and classification into independent             
neural nets. This allows the segmentation to be class agnostic and hence capable of segmenting               
unfamiliar categories that were not part of the training set. The method was examined on the COCO                 
Panoptic segmentation benchmark and gave competitive results to the standard semantic           
segmentation and instance segmentation methods.  
1. Introduction 
For many problems in machine learning and other fields, the task of generating a good solution is                 
significantly harder than evaluating the quality of such a solution. This asymmetry is persistent              
across a wide range of fields, from biology and chemistry to engineering and art ​[1-3]. Solving                
problems in these kinds of systems is often done by combining two processes: a generator process                
that guesses solutions to the problem and a selector process that filters low-quality solutions and               
picks high-quality solutions ​[1-3]. Hence, an inaccurate generator can suggest random solutions with             
wide variability in quality, while the accurate selector system grades and selects the best solutions.               
This work will examine the use of the generator selector approach for the task of panoptic image                 
segmentation [4] using ​convolutional neural networks (CNN) [5]. This will be done by combining a               





image (Figure 1), and an independent evaluator net that ranks and selects the best segments to be                 
used in the final segmentation map (Figure 1).  
 
Figure 1: Image segmentation using the generator evaluator/selector method. The generator guesses various             
segments corresponding to object instances (person, board) and non-object regions with distinct classes (sea, sky).               
The evaluator system grades and selects the best segments to be merged into a final segmentation map.  
Panoptic segmentation [4] is a combination of the two main image segmentation tasks: semantic              
segmentation which involves splitting the image into segments that cover different semantic classes,             
such as sky and sea (Figure 2), and instance segmentation, which involves splitting the image into                
segments corresponding to individual objects, such as individual people in a group (Figure 2). To               
date, the dominant approach for solving this task is using a ​fully convolutional net ​(FCN) [6] to                 
assign a class for each pixel in the image (semantic segmentation, Figure 2), combined with the                
Mask R-CNN method [7] which finds bounding boxes for each object in the image and then assigns a                  
mask for the object in each bounding box (instance segmentation, Figure 2). 
Figure 2: Instance segmentation involves splitting the image into regions corresponding to ​individual objects              
instances (people, chairs). Semantic segmentation involves finding the class of each pixel in the image (ocean,                
person). Panoptic segmentation is the combination of the two. 
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One problem with applying the generator selector approach using these methods is that they              
generate a single solution instead of a distribution of solutions. Selection-oriented systems are only              
useful when it is possible to generate several different solutions with a wide distribution of qualities                
[1-3]. ​Another problem with applying a selection-oriented approach with existing methods is the fact              
that they generate the full segmentation map instead of individual segments. For the generative              
selective process, searching for a solution by generating and evaluating each part of the solution               
separately will take exponentially fewer steps compared to guessing and evaluating the full solution              
in each try, as we will describe in Section 3.1.  
 
Figure 3: Pointer net as a segment generator. Given an image and a pointer point, the net predicts the segment                    
containing the point. Selecting input points in different locations will lead to different output segments, even for                 
two different points located inside the same segment. 
To address these problems, we replaced the standard Mask R-CNN and semantic segmentation             
methods with a single pointer segmentation net (Figure 3). Pointer net [8] is an FCN that, given an                  
image and a point in the image, finds the segment that contains the input point (Figure 3). The                  
variability in the predicted segments emerges from the location of the input pointer point. Pointer net                
will produce different predictions even for different points located in the same segment (Figure 3).               
The evaluator system consists of a simple CNN that receives an image and a segment mask and                 
returns the segment grade. This grade is basically the estimation of the match quality between the                
input segment and an actual segment in the image. Both the generator and evaluator are category                
independent and can be used to segment regions with unfamiliar classes that did not appear in the                 
training set. To classify each segment, a region-specific classification neural network is used. This              
net receives the segment mask and the image, and returns the segment category [9, 10]. The                
combined method was evaluated on the COCO Panoptic benchmark [4, 11]. Despite not using the               
standard combination of Mask-R-CNN and FCN approach, our method manages to achieve            
competitive results on this challenge. 
 
2. Related work 
Selection-oriented systems that consist of a generator process that generates a variety of random              
products, and a selector process that filters the products according to some selection rule, appear in a                 
wide range of fields. Such systems include natural selection, as well as a large number of                
self-organisation and behavioural processes [1-3]. In the field of machine learning and artificial             
intelligence, this type of system has been used in a wide range of methods such as genetic algorithms                  
[12]. Generative evaluative/selective methods are also the basis of various game playing methods             
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such as AlphaGo, in which one system generates suggestions for the game's next move, while               
another independent system ranks these moves [13, 14]. In recent years, the field of computer vision                
and image recognition has been dominated by ​convolutional neural nets ​(CNN) [5]. Several             
combinations of CNN with a generator evaluator system have been tried so far. Generative              
adversarial nets (GAN) use two nets, one that generates a solution to some problem, and a second                 
that tries to discriminate between the generated solution and the real solution [15, 16]. Co-training               
these two nets allow them to improve in a competitive manner. Evolutionary algorithms have also               
been used to design CNN architectures and hyperparameter selection [17, 18]. Another related             
approach is adding a confidence score to the net prediction; this is usually done by adding a                 
confidence head to the net or checking the prediction consistency under various augmentations             
[19-23]. The panoptic segmentation task [4] consists of the recognition and segmentation of every              
individual object in the image as well as assigning a category for every pixel in the image. To date,                   
all methods that were ranked on this challenge were based on combining two methods for semantic                
segmentation and object recognition. Semantic segmentation is achieved using FCN [6] that assign a              
class to each pixel in the image. Object recognition is performed using some variation on the Mask                 
R-CNN [7] method which finds a bounding box for each object in the image and then finds the                  
segment mask of the object in the box. A number of improvements have been suggested to this                 
method including attention mechanism [24] and occlusion heads to unify the semantic and instance              
maps [25-30].  
3. Generator evaluator selector method 
A schematic for the full modular system is shown in Figure 4. The method is comprised of four                  
independent networks combined into one modular structure. The first step is generating several             
different segments using the pointer net. The segments generated by this net, are restricted to a given                 
region of interest (ROI) which covers the unsegmented image region. The generated segments are              
then ranked by the evaluator net. This net assigned each segment a score that estimate how well it                  
corresponds to a real segment in the image. The segments which receive the highest scores and are                 
consistent with each other are selected, while low-ranking segments are filtered out. The selected              
segments are then polished using the refinement net. Each of the selected segments is then classified                
using the classifier net. Finally, the selected segments are stitched into the segmentation map (Figure               
4). The segmentation map is passed to the next cycle which repeats the process in the remaining                 
unsegmented image regions. The process is repeated until either the full image has been segmented               




Figure 4: Modular generator/selector segmentation system. ROI mask is generated using the unsegmented             
regions of the image (Initially, the ROI mask cover the full image). The generator net guesses various segments                  
within the ROI region. The suggested segments are ranked using the evaluator net. Segments with low scores are                  
filtered out. Segments with high scores are refined using the refinement net and classified using the classifier net.                  
The selected segments are added to the segmentation map. The updated segmentation map is moved to the next                  
cycle. 
Segment generation using Pointer net. 
Pointer net [8] act as the segment generator, which creates proposals for different segments in the                
image (Figure 4). Pointer net receives an image and a point within this image. The net predicts the                  
mask of the segment that contains the input point (Figure 3). In this work, the pointer point location                  
is chosen randomly within the unsegmented region of the image. The net will predict different               
segments for different input points, even if the points are located within the same segment (Figure                
3). While this feature was not planned, it allows pointer net to act as a random segment generator                  
with the ability to generate a large variability of segments by selecting random input points. Another                
input of the pointer net is a region of interest (ROI) mask which restricts the region of the predicted                   
segments. The generated output segment region will be confined to the ROI mask. This property               
prevents newly generated segments from overlapping previously generated segments. In this work,            




The evaluator net is used to check and rank the generated segments. The ranking is done according                 
to how well the input segment fits the best matching real segments in the image. The evaluator net is                   
a simple convolutional net that receives two inputs: an image and a generated segment mask (Figure                
5d). The evaluator net predicts the ​intersection over union (IOU) between the input segment and the                
closest real segment in the image. 
Refinement net. 
Refinement net is used to polish the boundaries of the generated segment. The net receives the                
image and an imperfect segment mask. The net output is a refined version of the input segment                 
(Figure 5e). This approach has been examined in several previous studies [31, 32]​. 
Classifier net. 
Determining the segment category is done using a region-specific classification net. The net             
receives the image and a segment mask. The net predicts the category of the input segment (Figure                 
4f). This approach has been explored in previous research [9, 10]. 
3.1. On the importance of modularity  
For generator-evaluator systems, the ability to generate and evaluate each segment separately is             
essential. To illustrate this, consider the problem of trying to guess a specific string of letters [33].                 
Assume a string of 1000 letters where each letter can be one of nine possible symbols. A generator                  
that generates a random 1000 letter string, coupled with an evaluator that checks whether this is the                 
correct string, will need around 9​1000 guesses to find the correct string. However, if the letter at each                  
position of the string is generated and evaluated independently, the generator-evaluator will need             
only around tries to guess the correct string [33]. The same is approximately true for the  ×10009                
segmentation process. A generator/evaluator system that generates and evaluates the full           
segmentation map in each step will demand exponentially more guesses compared to a modular              




Figure 5: Architectures of standard nets (a, b) and the nets used in the system (c-f). a) A standard image                    
classification net predicts a single class for the full image. b) A standard semantic segmentation net (FCN)                 
predicts a semantic map (class per pixel). c) Pointer net receives a pointer point and an ROI mask and output                    
the region of the segment containing the pointer point (within the ROI mask). d) Evaluator net receives a                  
segment mask and predicts the correspondence (IOU) between the input segment and a real segment in the                 
image. e) Refinement net receives an imperfect segment mask and outputs an improved segment mask. f)                
Segment classification net receives a segment mask and outputs the segment class. 
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4. Implementation details 
Architecture 
All the nets used in this work are based on a standard CNN with ResNet architecture (Figure 5a)                  
[34]. The pointer and refinement net are both based on standard FCN (Figure 5b) [6] with an                 
intermediate pyramid scene parsing (PSP) layer [35] and three upsampling and skip connections             
layers (Figure 5c, e) [36]. The evaluator and classification nets (Figure 5d, f) are based on the                 
standard ResNet image classification model (Figure 5a) [34]. For the evaluator net, the final layer               
was changed into a single channel prediction, which corresponds to the predicted IOU value (Figure               
5d). Adding the segment mask (or ROI mask) as an additional input to the nets [8, 9] was done by                    
taking this mask (as a binary 0/1 image) and processing it using a single convolutional layer (Figure                 
5c–f). The output of this process was merged with the feature map of the ResNet first layer using                  
element-wise addition (Figure 5c–f). Similarly, the pointer point input for the pointer net was              
introduced by representing the point as a binary mask in the size of the image, where the value of the                    
cell in the pointer point location is one and the rest of the cells are zero (Figure 5c). This pointer                    
mask was processed using a single convolutional layer, and the output feature map was merged with                
the feature map of the ResNet first layer using element-wise multiplication (Figure 5c) [8].  
Training 
Each of the above nets was trained separately using standard training methods. The training data for                
the pointer net was created by picking random segments from the annotation of the COCO panoptic                
training dataset [4]. Segments of things (people, cars) were taken as the full object instance mask.                
Segments of stuff (sky, grass) were taken as the connected component region of pixels with the same                 
class. Pointer points input for the pointer net were picked by selecting random points within the                
selected segments. ROI mask input for the pointer net was generated by picking a random segment                
from the annotation map and using their combined region as the ROI mask. For 50% of the pointer                  
net training iterations, an ROI mask that covers the full image area was used. Training data for the                  
refinement, evaluation and classification nets were generated by running various versions of pointer             
nets on the COCO panoptic training set. The output of this process was used along with the ground                  
truth annotation as the training data for the refinement, evaluation and classification nets. For 50% of                
the training iterations, segments were picked randomly with equal probability for all classes. For the               
remaining 50% of the training iterations, segments were picked randomly with an equal probability              
per segment regardless of class (common classes were picked more than rare ones). The training loss                
for the pointer, classification and refinement nets was the standard cross-entropy. The loss for the               
evaluator net was the square difference between the predicted and the real IOU of the input segment                 
and closest match segment in the ground truth annotation.  
COCO panopotic dataset and panoptic quality (​PQ​) score 
The ​COCO panoptic dataset [4] is the largest and one of the most general segmentation datasets to                 
date. This dataset contains a large diversity of scenes and about 133 categories including object               
instance (things) and non-object (stuff). The recognition accuracy is measured by the ​panoptic             
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quality ​(​PQ​) [4]. ​PQ consists of a combination of ​recognition quality (​RQ​) and ​segmentation quality               
(​SQ​). For the objects categories, a segment is defined as the region of each individual object instance                 
in the image. For non-objects, a segment is defined as all pixels in the image in the same semantic                   
category. ​RQ is used to measure the detection accuracy and is given by: ,             QR = T PT P +(F P +F N )×0.5  
where ​TP (true positive) is the number of predicted segments that match a ground truth segment. ​FN                 
(false negative) is the number of segments in the ground truth annotation that does not match any of                  
the predicted segments. ​FP (false positive) is the number of predicted segments with no matched               
segment in the ground truth annotation. Matching is defined as an IOU of 50% or more between                 
predicted and ground truth segments of the same category. Segmentation quality (​SQ​) is simply the               
average IOU of matching segments. ​PQ is calculated as . This is calculated for each         Q Q QP = R × S       
category separately and then averaged to give the final score.  
Implementation details 
Each of the nets was trained on a single TITAN XP GPU for about 1–2 million interactions. The                  
full system composed of the four networks run in half-precision on a single TITAN XP.  
 
Method Set PQ RQ SQ PQ​St RQ​St SQ​St PQ​Th RQ​Th SQ​Th 
Full system Test 33.7 41.4 79.6 31.5 39.3 78.4 35.1 42.9 80.4 
Full system Eval 33.2 40.9 79.2 30.5 38.0 78.1 34.9 42.8 80.0 
No evaluator Eval 24.5 30.8 76.7 27.0 34.0 76.6 22.8 28.7 76.7 
Perfect Evaluator Eval 39.3 48.8 78.3 35.3 44.8 77.2 41.9 51.5 79.0 
No refinement Eval 31.7 39.7 78.2 28.9 36.4 77.6 33.6 41.8 78.6 
Perfect classification Eval 45.9 56.6  79.8 54.1 66.9 80.0 40.4 49.9 79.7 
Table 1: Results on the COCO panoptic test and evaluation sets. Superscripts Th and St stand for things and                   
stuff (object and not objects). Full system is the main method (Figure 4). No evaluator: all segments were                  
approved without the evaluation stage. Perfect evaluator: the IOU of the evaluator net was replaced by ground                 
truth IOU. No refinement: no refinement stage was used (Figure 4). Perfect classification: the segment class was                 







Figure 6: Example results of each of the nets. The ROI mask and the pointer point are the inputs for the pointer                      
net. The predicted segment is the output of the pointer net and the input for the evaluation and refinement nets.                    
The refined segment is the output of the refinement net and input for the classification net. The IOU and class                    
were predicted by the evaluation and classification nets. 
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The results of the full generator-evaluator-selector system are given in Figures 6–7 (samples) and 
Table 1 (statistics).  
Panoptic quality (​PQ​). 
The system (Figure 4) was evaluated on the COCO panoptic test set, resulting ​in a ​PQ ​score of 33.7                   
(Table 1). This value is higher than a few implementations of the combined Mask R-CNN and                
semantic segmentation approach [29]. However, it is still lower than the more sophisticated             
implementation of this method which involves attention [24] and occlusion modules [26, 30]. The              
PQ score for none-objects categories (Stuff) is 31.5 (Table 1), corresponding to a third place in the                 
2018 COCO panoptic leaderboard. On the other hand, for object categories (Things), the ​PQ score is                
35.1, corresponding to a seventh place in the 2018 COCO panoptic leaderboard. This suggests that               
the method is more competitive for stuff classes. 
Effect of the evaluator. 
To examine the effect of the evaluator, the system was run with no evaluator (all segments were                 
approved). The result is a significant decrease of 9 points in the ​PQ score (​PQ​=24.5, Table 1). This                  
confirms the importance of the evaluator/selector module. The PQ drop is larger for things then for                
stuff categories, implying that the evaluator is more important for object classes. To examine the               
maximum effect of the evaluator, the system was run with a perfect evaluator. The perfect evaluator                
was simulated by replacing the IOU score predicted by the evaluator with the real IOU extracted                
from the ground truth annotation. This increased the ​PQ score by 6 points (Table 1), suggesting that                 
mistakes in segments ranking is a moderate source of errors. 
Effect of refinement. 
To examine the contribution of the refinement net, the system was run without the refinement stage.                
This results in a drop of 1.5 points in the ​PQ score (Table 1). This implies small but real                   
contributions of the refinement module. 
Effect of the classification module.  
In order to examine the effect of misclassification, the category generated by the classification net               
was replaced by the segment real class (taken from the ground truth annotations). The result is a                 
significant increase of 12.7 points in the ​PQ score (Table 1). This implies that misclassification is a                 
major source of errors in the system. This ​PQ increase is particularly large for stuff categories                
implying misclassification is a bigger problem for none-object classes. 
6. Conclusion 
This work suggests a simple guess and check approach for image segmentation. In this method,               
one net guesses segments corresponding to objects and regions in the image, while a second net                
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checks and selects the best segments. This system was combined with two additional nets, one               
for segment refinement and the other for segments classification. This creates a single modular              
system capable of panoptic segmentation. One advantage of this modular approach is that each              
module can be kept as simple and general as possible [37, 38]. In addition, each module could be                  
replaced or used independently without the need for any retraining. For example, removing the              
classification module will turn the system into a class agnostic segmentation system capable of              
segmenting regions of unknown categories that were not a part of the training set. The system                
was evaluated on the COCO panoptic ​dataset ​and gave competitive results, especially for none              
object classes (Stuff). The nets used in this work are based on simple ResNet and FCN models                 
and therefore likely to gain from incorporating the advances made in this areas, such as attention                
[24], smart merging [26,28] and features sharing between nets [27,29,30]. 
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